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Panther Leaders Blast RYM portant? Are groups the BPP condemns to be purged? Is the BFP still the van-

And that I think And that
that they need to be reminded that they’re not revolutionaries, that

if it were not for the Black they are national chauvinists, that

Panther Party, or black people in they are national socialists. That
particular in America - that there the kind of socialism that they ad-

guard?
The Panthers’ attack on RYM takes away a respected group on whose coattails they can ride, It was apparently provoked by RYM’s decision not to push the
Panthers’ ‘community control’ of police petition in white communities, RYM 0bjected to the Panthers’ plan to circulate the petition in white as well as non-white

would be no need for S.D.S. and vocate is nothing more than an

areas, Said RYM: ‘This flaw in the petition not only undermines the fight against

that they would probably be - be acute case of racism, manifested
laying up in some park - Yellow- in every organization that white

white supremacy, but might even reinforce racism that would use police forces

stone Park somewhere freaking counterparts are allowed to parti-

off. And we want them to know that cipate in.

to ‘protect’ whites from Blacks,’ (from statement by RYM NIC)
I think ‘community control’ of police is a reactionary aemand because it creates the illusion that the people who are oppressed by capitalism can take control

we’re not going to stand any shit

of a chunk of the very government the capitalists use to keep those people down!

from them.

The idea is, in effect, for a given community to create an oasis of socialism while
the society as a whole remains capitalist, It is impossible to share control of the
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government; fighting for ‘community control’ of police can only be diversionary.

Excerpts from interview with Chairman Bobby Seale and Chief of Staff
David Hilliard, Black Panther Party.

But what if ‘community control’ of police were a GOOD demâand? Then it would
program of ‘uniting against fascism’ by circulating ‘community control’ of police petitions is wrong and harmful -- RYM’s criticism of the petition is pre-

Jamie Kilbreth, Editor:

cisely the WRONG one! RYM argues that it would be bad for white workers to

Fhe Revolutionary Youth Movement leadership has based their legitimacy so

control the cops -- that this would increase racism, and harm Black and other

much on the Black Panther Party (BPP) - which they have hailed as the van-

third world working people, That means white workers can’t be won to an anti-

guard -- that the BPP leáders’ attack on them comes as a surprise. Their alliance
with the BPP leaders was probably the main way the RYM leadership got any
honest people to follow them when they walked out of the June Convention, de-

claring PL and who-knows-who-else ‘expelled’ (by a minority), The RYMers

said:

: „because the groups we look to around the world for leadership in
the fight against U,S, imperialism, including the Black Panther Party
(our emphasis) and the Brown Berets, urge us to do so, SDS (read:

(continued from p, 1)
was instrumental in our getting to know the workers
well, In addition to racism, we talked about how
Curtis was part of a class that exploited all workers,
and made this concrete with research showing his
Own particularly widespread interests, We raised that
it was this same class that Oppressed students, and
that on campus we were fighting in the interests of
workers against our common enemy. One very important issue to raise was male chauvinism, not in
the abstract but discussing how it divided the strikers from their wives and the SDS women who came
down to support them on the picket line, We’ve tried
to` avoid abstraction, but we’ve often used this as
an excuse for not raising our politics -- a weakness
we?1l have to correct,

Advancing the Worker-Student Alliance
In order to build a real worker-student alliance,

more is needed than recognizing the oppression

potentially, tham the present power structure! (For, they imply, it would be
WORSE, it would be MORE harmful, than at present, it would BUILD racism to
circulate the petition.) Thus the workers - not the ruling class - are seen as the
vanguard of fascism,
So when the BPP leaders now attack RYM for being parasites, for not wanting
to fight racism but for wanting to fight to the last Black and other Third World

person, their argument is not without justification, :

workers face every day in this society, Oor even
fighting together with them in a specific instance;
trust and lasting friendship between workers and students must be developed, At the Curtis Bros, strike,
activity which began on the`picket line was expanded
to helping workers build community support for the
boycott of Curtis Furniture, and contact between workers and students was broadened to social activities
such- as parties and picnics or simply meeting and
talking after picketing, This has reached a point where
some of the students and workers are so close that
they wouldn’t let a week-end go by without seeing
each other somewhere off of the picket line -- genuine friendships have developed, Both workers andstudents are already planning ways to get together in
the fall and throughout the rest of he year,

a student who was standing alone, Within seconds

These ties have rendered useless the bosses’ and
their cops’ attempts to divide the students from the

the scab was dragged out of the cab by one of the

workers through the use of traditional anti-commu-

hadn’t been there to do the job, they would have,

nist baits (such as ‘all they want is disruption’), Because we have been open and honest with the workers

and would be in any incident in the future, This is

about our politics and about our anti-working class
and racist attitudes, the bosses’ line that we were

Letters (cont.)
Convention must be renounced and the grounds laid
for some unified and concrete action in order to
provide an occasion`in which all concerned may for
once co-operate instead of compete; It is the system
of competition which we are trying to replace with
one of co-operation, remember brothers?
3. Once a basis for co-operation has been established, let a two-sided (or more) delegation approach
the Panthers and explain the progress that has been
made, acknowledging the error of vehement criticism
for its weakening effect on the anti-imperialist movement, and offering plans for concrete co-operation
and mutual trust,.
4, Pledge not to interfere with programs sponsored by Other leftist orgañizations, and to solicit
support for them whenever feasible;
We believe tħat it is suicidal and nonsensical (emphasis added) for such potential allies to remain
aloof and isolated from each other any longer.

`--Eldridge Cleaver, March 16, 1968, at the
Peace and Freedom Founding Convention, Richmond, California
Is it any less suicidal and nonsensical for predominantly white radical organizations to be hostile
to 2ach other?
. Factionalism aids and abets the enemy: Fight it!

Jon D, Olsen
U of Hawai chapter of SDS

strikers; other strikers let students know that if he

the beginning of a fighting alliance,
Many of us feel that the building of such a strong
alliance has been partly due to the length ofthe
strike, Because of the short length of most strikes

the strikers did,,. didn’t work at all, We also talked

(which do provide the basis for developing a worker-

to the strikers about how we were taught certain

student alliance) all too often long-lasting ties are

ideas in school that divided us from workers, and

not developed, The program of building a campus

how our actions on campus and at the strike were ef-

worker-student alliance provides the time and con-

forts to defeat those attitudes and ideas, In the end,

tact needed to develop the kind of fighting alliance

though, practice was what convinced the workers,
not words,
If our actions won first of all the respectand
later the trust and friendship of the strikers, this
was determined by the attitudes with which we ap-

forged at Curtis Bros, Last year at the University
of Maryland, a struggle began among University employees (who are mostly Black women) to builda union
and gain union recognition, This is particularly significant because Maryland is a state institution; any

proached the task of building ties- with the workers,

struggle must be waged against both the University

We were interested in learning from them; we didn’t

and the State. SDS at Maryland supported this ef-

arrive with any message to deliver, Because of this

fort last year, but because we didn’t have the per-

attitude, one of the primary results of our work has

spective of really developing close ties with the

workers we were not as successful in our support
and of SDS in the area. And itis probably this atti-

as we could have been, We plan to change this by

tude that most sharply differentiates us from most of
the Revolutionary Youth Movement supporters who

getting jobs on campus this fall, andputting into practice there what we have learned at the Curtis Bros,

came down to the line, While some RYMers have

strike -- not to mention bringing together the people

played a good role, most of them arrived on the picket

We have gotten to know from both places, There has

line with a lot more to say than to learn; they spent

already been a meeting of the shop stewards of the

most of their time with each other, engaging in ab-

Curtis teamsters and the U of Maryland Association

stract theoretical discussions which separated them

of State and Municipal Employees in order to discuss

from the strikers (as did their Mao buttons), and
thus learned little,

ways in which they might be able to help each other,

Through our experience at Curtis Bros., Black
workers and white high school and college students
worker-student allienace should be and how to build

The workers have seen how their struggles relate -how they are in fact part of the same struggle -and how they can fight together, And they also see
that students are willing to fight on their side and
can be trusted, that a worker-student alliance can be

it. The workers, who know us and our politics, have

built that fights in the interests of workers and

expressed an active willingness to defend us, In one
instance a scab in a Curtis truck tried to run down

students, against ‘the concrete ways they are ex-

a student who was standing alone, Within seconds

ploited by the bosses who run the shops and the universities.
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